


The «Intelli Respond» system is 
based on GT LINE’s proprietary 
technology to install and embed the 
RF-ID and NFC chips into a case. 
The system has been granted a 
specific Patent thus making our 
company the European leader in the 
serial manufacturing of transport 
cases with RF-ID’s.



The chips are embedded in the 
frontal part of the case, beneath 
the name tag, allowing a quick 
reading of the chip for both RFID 
and NFC technologies.

Anyone of our almost 40 different 
sizes of Explorer Cases can 
accommodate the chips, as well as 
other products of our product 
portfolio.



A specific process has been 
developed to install the passive 
chips in an embedded way.
The chips are not visible from the 
outside of the case; any removal of 
the chips would clearly appear as a 
tampering with the case.



We currently use:
- Midas NFC chip: NTAG213 13.56 

Mhz, Memory 144 byte
- Alien ALN-9710 RFID UHF chip: 

448 Bits of NVRAM Memory

While we have some dimensional
constraints, different chips can be 
mounted as well.



Built-in NFC chip allows for the use 
of specific IOS & ANDROID based 
APPs such as our proprietary 
INTELLI RESPOND APP 
(expected to release soon on 
Android Marketplace and APPLE’ 
App Store). 



The INTELLI RESPOND APP allows for 
pairing of a Smart Phone with the 
Case and the saving of information 
such as:
- Owner of the case, place and date 

of purchase.
- Searchable content of the case 

with text and pictures.
- After sale service developed

specifically for that case, such as
spares replacement, additional 
accessory purchase, etc…

- Asset and work activity 
management. 

- Additional services will be 
implemented in further releases
of the APP



Built-in RF-ID chip allows for the use 
of our smart cases in simple or 
complex asset management 
infrastructures, where their
localization and use can be 
constantly monitored via specific
antennas.



The unique ID is associated with each
case may in fact allows for:

• granting of user’s privileges;
• identification of the content from

some distance;
• monitoring of the position within a 

defined area;
• integration of additional services built

directly on the case or the 
infrastructure…



Thank you!


